A new class of ULF waves were discovered in the foreshock from the ISEE magnetometer data by Le et al. [1] . These unusual type of waves differ greatly from the more commonly observed 30 s waves, shocklets and SLAMS. The new waves have periods near 3 s and always show a very narrow spectrum that is in contrast with the lower frequency waves observed in the foreshock, which usually have broader spectra. Three second waves have large amplitudes and are observed in the upstream region only when the interplanetary magnetic field intersects the bow shock and when the plasma beta is high. Three second waves can be divided in three types. Isolated waves are associated with reflected cold beams and are observed in regions where the magnetic field is very quiet. Superposed waves are associated with more intermediate ion distributions, and are superposed on non steepened lower frequency waves. Irregular waves are associated with diffuse ions and are observed as trains surrounded by an irregular magnetic field. Three second waves are generated by the right-hand non resonant instability, being righthanded and propagating downstream in the plasma frame. This instability grows due to the interaction of the solar wind distribution with a reflected ion beam. In this work we map the location of the different types of three second waves with respect to the bow shock, and study their evolution in the foreshock. We also study which instability is generating the lower frequency waves observed with the superposed 3 s waves.
INTRODUCTION
This paper continues the study of three second waves discovered in the foreshock from the ISEE magnetometer data by Le et al. [1] . These unusual type of waves differ greatly from other ultra low frequency (ULF) waves, such as 30 second waves, shocklets, and SLAMS [2, 3] . They have periods ~3 s and always show a very narrow spectrum that is in contrast with the broader spectrum of other ULF waves. They are always right-hand nearly circularly polarized in the spacecraft frame and are convected downstream by the solar wind. Three second waves are observed in the upstream region only when the interplanetary magnetic field intersects the bow shock and when the plasma beta is high. ULF waves are generated in the foreshock by kinetic ion instabilities produced by the interaction of the solar wind with suprathermal ion beams. Their study is important because they play an active role in the interaction of the solar wind with the bow shock; they participate in wave-particle interactions, and in the transmission of wave energy from one region to another.
WAVE CHARACTERISTICS
Three second waves can be found in three different environments [4] . Figure 1 shows an example of each type of wave, and of the suprathernal ions (bottom panels) that are observed with the waves. Data are from ISEE magnetometer [5] and ISEE fast plasma experiment [6] . Isolated waves are observed in regions where the magnetic field is very quiet (Fig. 1a) . Superposed waves (Fig. 1b) are observed on top of lower frequency (10 -2 Hz) quasi-sinusoidal nonsteepened waves. Irregular waves (Fig. 1c) are observed as trains surrounded by a perturbed magnetic field. Three second waves are associated with different types of suprathermal ions. While isolated waves are associated with reflected field-aligned cold fast beams, irregular waves are accompanied by more isotropic diffuse hot ions, with slow drift speed. Superposed waves are accompanied by ions whose characteristics are intermediate. Three second waves propagate at small angles ≤30° with respect to the background magnetic field and have amplitudes δB≈ 2-7 nT.
We compared three second wave properties (frequency, wavenumber, polarization, magnetic compression, and noncoplanar ratio) with the characteristics of kinetic ion instabilities and showed that three second waves can be identified as the righthand non resonant instability, being right-handed and propagating downstream in the plasma frame [4] . We found that isolated and superposed waves can be generated locally by the right-hand nonresonant instability that grows due to the solar wind interaction with the reflected beams associated with these waves. In contrast, the diffuse ions observed with irregular waves can not generate the right-hand nonresonant mode, and we suggested that irregular waves are generated upstream of where they are observed by the right-hand nonresonant instability.
SPATIAL VARIATION OF WAVES
The properties of waves and plasma are position depending within the foreshock. Three second waves are observed immediately upstream from the bow shock, as well as near ISEE orbit apogee, far from the nominal bow shock position [1] . In order to investigate if isolated, superposed and irregular waves permeate the same regions or not, we find the position of the waves with respect to the bow shock. The position of the shock was found using the model of Farris and Russell [7] . Figure 2 shows dx, the wave position with respect to the bow shock nose, and δB/B o the normalized amplitude of three second waves observed by ISEE 1. dx is the distance along the X direction, and as in all cases the solar wind velocity was mainly along X, the distance from the shock along the solar wind flow direction can be approximated as dx. It is possible to see that superposed and irregular waves are found at distances ≤ 3 R E (R E ≡ earth radius). In contrast, most isolated waves are found at much larger distances, reaching ≈7 R E . The amplitudes of superposed and isolated waves are in between 0.1-0.8 B o , while irregular waves have amplitudes ≈0.5 up to 1.2 B o .
The fact that different types of three second waves are found at different distances from the shock is in agreement with the association of three second waves with suprathermal ions, and with the magnetic environment surrounding the three types of waves. Isolated waves are observed with reflected cold beams and are found in regions where the magnetic field is very quiet. Reflected cold beams are produced in the bow shock and can reach large distances upstream. The fastest beams can reach the upstream edge of the foreshock. Far from the bow shock there are few waves and this is reflected in the cold non-disturbed ion distributions observed with isolated waves, which have not been heated by wave scattering. The interaction of these beams with the solar wind makes the plasma unstable and waves start to grow. These waves are convected by the solar wind downstream, where via wave-particle interactions they start to heat the ion distributions. Closer to the shock, wave activity increases and wave-particle interactions result in ion scattering leading to the wider distributions associated with superposed three second waves. As we discuss below, in these regions the plasma can be unstable to more than one mode leading to the generation of the lower frequency waves observed with superposed three second waves. Even closer to the shock (dx ≤ 2 R E ), where irregular waves are observed, ion distributions are hotter and isotropic as a result of continuos ion scattering due to the waves that permeate the deep foreshock. The fact that irregular waves have larger amplitudes than superposed and isolated waves is consistent with previous findings [8] that show that closer to the shock ULF waves have larger amplitudes. This can be explained as a result of wave growing which can take place as the waves convect with the solar wind.
Comparison of observed three second wave properties with ion kinetic instabilities allowed us [4] to identify the right-hand non resonant instability as the mode that is generating three second waves. In our previous work we concluded that while isolated and superposed waves can be generated locally by their associated suprathermal ions, irregular waves must be generated upstream from where they are observed. The fact that irregular waves are observed closer to the shock and have larger amplitudes supports our prediction. The growth of waves in an unstable region is not instantaneous, and in fact, waves can grow as they convect towards the bow shock, providing that the free energy is available from the suprathermal ions. Thus, irregular waves are cases of "well-developed" isolated waves that were generated upstream and grow as they approached the shock. In the parcels of plasma where these waves are observed other perturbations grow while approaching the shock creating the very perturbed environment that is observed beside irregular three second waves. This scenario is sketched in figure 3 . 
LOWER FREQUENCY WAVES
The ULF waves that are observed near three second superposed waves have frequencies f∼0.02-0.03 Hz. In contrast to three second waves, they are left-handed and elliptically polarized in the spacecraft frame. characteristics, i.e. they are field-aligned and have suffered some heating by wave scattering.
The interaction of the solar wind with these beams can generate the right-hand resonant and the righthand non resonant instabilities. Figure 4 shows growth rate as a function of beam density for the right-hand resonant and non resonant instabilities. The beam characteristics resemble the suprathermal ions observed with superposed waves (T b =30T sw , v ob =20 VA , more details are given in [4] ). It is possible to see that when the beam is sufficiently dense the right hand nonresonant mode dominates, and when the beam density is small (<0.04) the right-hand resonant mode has the largest growth. Therefore, we believe that the lower frequency waves observed with superposed three second waves can be identified as the right-hand resonant mode, which suffers a reversal in polarization and is left-handed in the spacecraft frame. In regions with superposed waves, beams with different densities interact with the solar wind, leading to regions where the nonresonant mode is dominant and regions where the resonant mode has the higher growth.
CONCLUSIONS:
Three second waves can be divided in three types: isolated, superposed and irregular. The waves are associated with different suprathermal ions: Isolated waves are accompanied by reflected ion beams, superposed are observed with intermediate distributions, and irregular waves are associated with diffuse ions.
We found that irregular waves are observed closer to the shock than isolated waves. This supports an scenario that we proposed in the past [4] in which isolated and superposed waves are generated locally by the right-hand nonresonant instability, while irregular waves are generated upstream of where they are observed by the same instability.
The lower frequency (f∼0.02-0.03 Hz) waves observed near superposed three second waves are identified as the right-hand resonant mode.
To our knowledge three second waves have only been studied using ISEE data. It would be very interesting to study in more detail the properties of these waves with present missions such as CLUSTER.
